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The final chapter of this report pertains to a FORTRAN computer
program which implements and numerically integrates the complete set of
equations. The salient features of the program, its subroutines, and
the input and output data are described. An annotated flowchart along
with a full listing of the code is provided.
It is noteworthy that while the idealization and methodology ap-
(5)
plied in this report are essentially those of Likins, the equations
formulated herein are unique from those developed in Reference 5, and
indeed the distinction is fundamental. It was the express desire to
avoid the kinematic restrictions required there to effect a coordinate
transformation on the elastic deflections which motivated this approach.
From an applications standpoint, the basic discretization of the
vehicle of interest is performed in the manner of lumped mass structural
dynamics modeling. The required stiffness matrix which quantifies the
internal elastic restoring forces can in general be obtained from pre-
processed linear structural finite element analysis programs (e.g.,
NASTRAN). Because of the mass particle idealization of the elastic do-
main, only translational displacements are defined at those points,
hence any finite element model used to provide stiffness matrix informa-
tion must be purged of any rotational degrees of freedom that may exist.
This requirement is easily satisfied through the application of the
static condensation procedure. Thus the analyst is afforded these fa-
miliar and versatile structural modeling techniques augmented by the
arbitrary motion capability._
The motion equations formulated here are complete and unabridged
for a single unconstrained flexible vehicle. However, they could, in a
straightforward fashion, be coupled to the dynamics equations for other
independent bodies to form an articulated system. This can be done
through the identification and elimination of interbody constraint forces/
torques and redundant kinematic variables. Indeed, it is for just such
an application that these equations are intended. Specifically they are
to represent a generic flexible payload to be terminally attached to the
:4
Space Shuttle Orbiter remote manipulator system, which is an articulated
chain of rigid and flexible bodies. For this case the model's rigid-body
is taken to be the payload grapple fixture with all outboard structure





The system being analyzed (see Figure I) consists of a single
rigid body and an attached flexible appendage. The appendage is ideal-
ized as a system of particles connected by massless elastic structure.
There is no articulation between the appendage and rigid base, i.e.,
the appendage is "cantilevered" to the rigid body. At an arbitrary
point, 0g, of the rigid body we locate the origin of the body fixed frame
which rotates as the body rotates in inertial space. The vector R serves
to determine the position of 0g' relative to the inertially fixed point 0.
The particle masses m. (i = 1,2, .... n) are located via the position vectors
l
r. relative to 0g in the undeformed state. The elastic displacement of
l
m. is qi' measured in the body frame.l
Many space vehicles or parts of spacecraft can be approximated in
this manner. A specific example is the Shuttle Remote Manipulation Sys-
tem in which the "appendage" corresponds to a flexible payload and the
"rigid base" to the grapple fixture (this component being attached to
the orbiter through the links of the manipulator arm).
2.2 External and Internal Forces
With the ultimate goal in mind of applying the present analysis
to more complicated situations, we wish to accommodate all forces and
torques which will arise when the system in Figure 1 is attached to other
spacecraft components. Hence, at the point 0g, let there be a force-torque
pair: _(t), T+°(t). In the domain of the elastic appendage we have an
external force _l(t) acting upon the point mass m.
l
As an example, in the case of the Shuttle Remote Manipulator Arm,
+o
and T would represent the force and torque exerted by the end-effector
on the grapple fixture.
We assume that we are given a stiffness matrix reflecting the
mutual elastic forces between the mass points of the appendage. Assemble
the elastic displacements as
1 1 2 2 2 n n n )Tq = ( % qz qx % qz ..... % % qz
(x,y,z) refer to Cartesian components along the axes of the body fixed
frame.
If [K] is the stiffness matrix, then -[K]_ is the vector of elastic
forces exerted on the point masses. Assume that [K] is partitioned such
that the vector of elastic forces are ordered exactly as the elements in
_. Note that in generating [K] the appendage is cantilevered to the
rigid base.
I _ RIGID BODY
Og .,__ ..,.
Figure i. Idealized vehicle.
CHAPTER 3
EQUATIONS OF MOTION
3.1 Particle Translational Equations
÷i th
v , the inertial velocity of the i particle, is given by
÷i d _ +i ÷i
v = d--_ (R+ r + q )
Let and _ represent the (absolute) velocity and angular velocity
of the body frame resolved in body axes, we then have
v = + _ x (rJ"+ + "
Differentiating this expression we arrive at the particle acceleration
Id _ ' " • °'i
v i kr I + ) x co + q
dt--
+cox +2 +_x [_ × (r" + ql)]
Expanding the cross product in the last term and using the matrix-vector
form for the cross product a x b -- [a]~b where [a] ~ = a 3 0 - 1
a 2 a I
the particle acceleration can be written as
d v i " ~
-- = - ( [r l]
[\
[qi ] • "'" (v_ •i+ ~)__+ q_ + [__]- + 2[__]~q
\w/
+ (_Tri)_ - I I_II 2 ri + (_Tqi)_ _ i i_ii2qi (3-1)
If fi is the external force on the i th particle and fi the elastic force
--e
exerted on the i th particle by the rest of the assemblage (both resolved
along body axes), the translational equation is
d i
f i + fi = m i _ v
-- --e
(i = 1,2 ..... n)
Partitioning the stiffness matrix into (3×3) arrays
[K]
[KII] [KI2]... [Kln] 1
= _[K21] [K22] [K2n]
\ [Kinl ] [Kn2] [Knn]
fi
_J
= - _ [Kij]
j=l
Employing Eq. (3-1) for the particle acceleration, the translation equa-
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where we have introduced the symbol m = m.
l
0
and the nonlinear kinematic term u is given by
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m (rn + in)
_n I i
-- 1 --
ml_- • (r I + q )o_
2
m2_- • (r 2 + q )__
m _ • (rn + gn)_
n
(3-3)
Equation_ (3-2) constitutes a set of 3n scalar differential equations.
9
3.2 Vehicle Translational Equations
For the composite system (rigid body and appendage) the sum of
the external forces equals the total mass times the acceleration of the
mass center.
If _ is the mass of the rigid body and s is the vector from O
-- g
to the mass center of the rigid body (expressed in the body frame)
n
mc = E mi(rl + ql) + m_ (3-4)
i=l
n ¸
m = m b + E m i is the total mass.
i=l
c(t) is the vector position of the instantaneous mass center relative
to 0 .
g
The acceleration of. the mass center is:





!I(v)• U+__x (in body frame)
d2c n n
E "'i • E i
m _ = miq - mc x m + 2_ x miq
dt i=l i=l
+ _ x (_ x m£)
Expressing this last term as: (_ • mc)_ - "'II_I12m£the vehicle trans-







= + _ (3-5)- [mc]'_ + [m I m --- mn]q E fi
i=0
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The nonlinear term _ is given by
= -m___ x - 2w x miq
i=l
- (m_ • mc)_ + ' ' ' 'I l___l I 2mc
(3-6)
3.3 Vehicle Rotational Equations
For the composite system (rigid body and appendage) the sum of
the external torques taken about the mass center equals the time rate of
change of the angular momentum taken about the mass center.
Let [I b] be the inertia matrix of the rigid body with respect to
a coordinate system located at the mass center of the rigid body and
parallel to the body fixed axes system at O .
g
I is the position vector of a mass element dm in the rigid body relative
1
to the rigid body mass center and the integration is performed over the
region occupied by the rigid base. [E] denotes the unit matrix.
The system angular momentum can be split into two parts:
-- angular momentum of rigid base
n
H. -- angular momentum of appendage particles
--i
i=l
Let i i and i denote the position vectors from the system mass
center to m. and a generic mass element in the rigid body .respectively.
-1
._ = x _-_- £ dra
d li







Og___________--_v_'_" 7_'_h_'_ dm II
I
--I
Figure 2. Vector geometry.
zi i i
From Figure 2, _ = r + q - c, £ = s + __ - _c"
Inserting this expression for __ into the integral definition of
and recalling the definitio n of [I b] and t he fact that fffl dm= O
we arrive at the following expression for
d




- mb(s - c) x-- c
_ -- dt 2 --
x [_ x s + _ x (_ x s)]
12
th
Turning to the angular momentum of the i particle
__ d 2 £i




d 2 zi _(ri + ql) _ + ii + 2_ × i i
dt 2 -- I
• d 2i i tl 2 (r I + ql) c
-- dt 2 --
+ [_ • (r I + ql)]_
d d H i
Combining the above expressions for _ _ and __ (with the substitu-
d 2 . d 2
tion for _ _l) the terms involving -_ c conveniently cancel leaving
dt 2 dt --
the following result for the time derivative of the angular momentum
n
d
d-_ ....H = ([I b] - _(s - c)'s)_ + _ × [Ib]_ + E m.l[ii]'ii_
i=l
n
+ _(s - c) x [_ × (_ x S)] - E mi [£--i]~(ri + qi)'w--
i=l
n n
-- -- £i+ 2 E m i[£i]~_-ii + E [_ " (ri + qi)]m i _ x ___
i=l i=l
n




The system rotational motion equation is
n




o qi fi= ___ - c x _ fJ + _ (ri + ) x _
j =0 i=l
If we were to insert Eq. (3-7) into this last equation we would have a
valid equation for system rotation. Note, however, that this equation
would not depend upon (u,v,w) explicitly. Since the translational equa-
tions (3-5) depend upon _ explicitly, and we wish to have a final set of
equations with a symmetric coefficient matrix of the generalized accel-
erations, we force the coupling between the rotational equations and the
acceleration veztor (u v w) by the following device.
n
Take Eq. (3-5) and (3-6) and solve for _ _J.
tional motion equation then becomes j=O
The system rota-
d 0 fi
d-_ H = T__ + _ (rl + ql) x _ - [mc] ~ + [c] ~ [mc]_ __
i=ll
n n-c x _.m i - [mc]~ _-- - 2[c]~ i _ miq
i=l i=l
- (K • mc) c × _ (3-8)
Combining Eq. (3-7) and (3-8), we arrive at the final desired form for
the vehicle rotational equation
14
• [m ]+ [I(t)] __ + l(rI_ + ql)~llm2(r2_ + q2)~ I''" ,'mn (rn- + n) i
n





[I(t0] = [%] - _(s_ - c)~s - E m.l[ii]'(rl.... + ql)_ _ [c] [mc] ~
i=l
which can be simplified to
n
[I(t)] = [_] - mb[s]2_ - E m.m(_i_ + _i)2 (3-10)
i=l
In this form we recognize [I(t)] as the inertia matrix of the vehicle
about point 0 .
g
The nonlinear rotation term u is given by
--r
(i) nU = "-[mc]~_ - 2[c]~[_]~ E miq - (_ • mc)[c]-_--r -- -- --
i=l
n
- [m._]-[Ib]__'- mb(S - - c) × [___ × (__ x s)] - 2 E mi[£--l]~[w--]~_i
i=l
n n
• £i 2 £i '







4.1 Deformation Dependent Coe'fficients
In the equations developed thus far, specifically Eq. (3-2),
(3-5), and (3-9), we have isolated the accelerations on the left hand sides
of the respective equations. The acceleration coefficients are time
dependent through the elastic deformations. It is quite desirable from
an applications viewpoint to rank the constituents in these coefficients
in accordance with their relative magnitude. Thus, in a computer simula-
tion, one can choose to omit certain terms and speed up execution with a
minimal impact on computed results.
We will rank terms amongst three categories:
(i) Terms independent of q.
(2) Terms first order in q.
(3) Terms second order in q.
The majority of coefficients are directly identifiable in this hierarchy.
We have two coefficients which require additional attention: mc and
[I(t)].
n n
From Eq. (3-4), mc = _ s + _ m.r i + _ i
-- -- l-- miq (t). The first
i=l i=l
two terms are of category 1 and the sum will be denoted by m_. The
time-dependent term will be denoted by mc I (t).
The matrix [I(t)] is given by Eq. (3-10) and can be written as
[I(t)] = [I I] + [I2(t)] + [13(t)]
16
The three matrices [Ii] , [I2(t)], and [I3(t)] are of category i, 2, and
3 respectively and are given by
n
[I I] = [I b] - mb[_]2 - _ mi[ri] 2
i=l
n
[i2(t) ] = __ mi([ri] [_i ] + [_i] [_i])
i=l
n





Accordingly, from Eq. (3-6), _ = _t
4.2 Nonlinear Kinematic Terms
In this section, we concentrate upon the three nonlinear terms:
_, U v , and --rU appearing on the right hand sides of the motion equations.
Following a procedure similar to that of the previous section, the non-
linear terms are partitioned amongst three categories:
Nonlinear terms independent of _,
Nonlinear terms first order in _,
Nonlinear terms second order in _,
(I) + _2) with
: -m[_] ~ - (_ m_o)__ + I I_i I 2 (4-1)
n
"i
_2) = -2[____]~ _ miq - (___ • mcl)w__ + l lw__l12mcl (4-2)
i=l
17



































m2 (_ . 2)
+ ll_ll2









The two terms in u (Eq.
--r
as
(3-11)) depending upon q can be combined
n n





= -2E m i[ri].[m]- -- q - 2Emi[ql]-[_]_ __i
i=l i=l
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The third term in u can be expressed as
--r
(_ • mc) [c]-_
= (_ • m_o) [_O]~m__ + (_ • m_o) [c I]'_ + (w • mc I) [EO]~__
+ (_ • m!l)[£1]~ _
For the last two terms in u the following expansions are useful
--r
[m . (r i + qi)]m.i i x m = (_ • ri)m. (r i - _0 ) x
-- -- 2,.... i -- --
+ (OJ " ql)m. (r I -_0) x o_
+ (w_ • r l)m i(ql _ Cl) x m_
i
+ (m • q )m i(ql _ Cl ) x
• ' i r i i i
i_ x (r l + l) = r × _ + × Cl + q × _0 + q x Cl








+ II _LI2 i
i=l









m. (m • r i) (r i ) × _
i=l i -- -- - _0 _ =
n
-[_]~Z m i rl riT
i=l
l
+ [_. (==£- m_o)].£o ×
-mb(_- SO) x [_x (! × £)]
= -{__-s)mha× __+ (__.£}mb:o × w_
- II II2% x:
Incorporating these results we arrive at the final expression
(:Iu (l) = -[_o]~[_] - +--r
- mb(s • _)s x
n
r i r iT[__]-_ m _ - w x [ib]_-
i=l i ....
(4-5)




--r C!)° ?= -[mcl]'[__]~ - 2 Z mi[rl]~[m] - (_ • m_)[C_l]~m
i=l
- (_ " m&l)[_O]" _ + mb£ 1 x [_ x (_ x _)]
Z [(_ " q 1)m° (ra - _)






The expression for u
--r
ing identities
can be further simplified by use of the follow-
n
• i
E m, (rl × Cl + q x _O) = mb Cl × sl
i=l
n
• ' i i
-E [(W__ " ql)ml (rl.....- _O ) × _ + (_ " r )mi(_[ - c I) × w] =
i=l
n
[_--]~E mi (riqiT + qlrlT)m + (w • mcl) _ × w + [m • (mco - mbs)]c I x _
i=l
_S1 x [_x (_x _)] = % (__•s)cI × __- %11__I12cI ×s
U = -[mc I]~[_]~ - 2E m i [rl]~ [m]~_i
--r -- -- i= I -- --
n
(riq iT _iriT )+ [m] E m. +
i=l
(4-6)




(3) : _2 E mi[qi]_[_]._i + [_]'E mis q _ (4-7)
i=l i=l
(i) u(2) (3)u = u + + u
--r --r --r --r
Eq. (4-5)- (4-7).




When the number of particles in the appendage idealization becomes
large, high frequencies obtain which make numerical integration difficult.
We will describe a truncated coordinate transformation to circumvent this
difficulty. Note that the treatment to follow is somewhat heuristic and
hence requires good engineering judgement and caution in its implementation.
Since the high frequencies arise from the appendage vibration, it
is natural to start with its governing equation (3-2, 3-3). Consider the
case where no external forces act, _ = _ and (u,v,w) = _0" The "constrained"
appendage equation then assumes the familiar form
2
[M]_ + [K]q = O where [M] = diag(ml,m ..... m n)
i
The natural frequencies, _i' and corresponding mode shapes, v , are
determined from
([K] - 2[M])V = O (5-1)
For the vehicle we are treating here, the appendage is rigidly
attached to the base body hence no rigid body modes are present in the
above eigenvalue problem. Equivalently, [K] is positive definite. Since
[K] and [M] are symmetric and positive definite there exists 3n independ-
i 2
ant eigenvectors v corresponding to positive eigenvalues _ , even if
-- l
there are multiple eigenvalues.
22
We assume that the eigenvectors are normalized such that (vi,[M]_ i) = I.
• " 2
It follows that (vl,[K]v _) = _ • We can always create a mutually ortho-
gonal set such that
(v__, [M]v 3) = 0 = (v_l, [K]v 3) (i # j)
In actual computation we can deal with a simpler eigenvalue problem
than that presented by Eq. (5-1). Specifically we will transform Eq. (5-1)
to an ordinary symmetric eigenvalue problem. Introduce the change of
variables: W = [M]I/2v. Since [M] is diagonal, [M] I/2 is a diagonal
matrix whose elements are the square roots of the corresponding elements
in [M]. The eigenvalue problem transforms into
[K] [M]-I/2w = 2 i/2 W 2[M] or [_]W = _ W (5-2)
where [_ is the symmetric matrix: _] = [M]-I/2[K] [M] -I/2
It is easily verified that if the eigenvectors wi (i = 1,2,...,3n)
of Eq. (5-2) are orthogonal (which can always be done) then the corre-
sponding eigenvectors of (5-1) satisfy all orthogonality and normality
conditions specified above.
2 2 2
Order the eigenvalues such tha t _i _ _2 _ "'" _ _3n and let [#]
1 2 t
be the (3n x t) matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors v ,v ,...,_
(t < 3n). We now make the transformation
q = [_]B (5-3)
This is not a coordinate transformation in the strict sense, since [_]
does not have an inverse when t < 3n. The appendage deformation is now
characterized by t "modal coordinates" instead of the original 3n defor-
mation coordinates. We formally make the substitution, Eq. (5-3), into
the full set of motion equations.
23
Substituting into the appendage deformation equation (3-2), pre-
multiplying by [#]T and recalling the orthogonality and normality con-
ditions we arrive at
-I1





m (rn + n)~
-- n --















i. + [_] u
!fn
The vehicle translational equations (3-5) become
(5-4)
m 0 0 n
2 +__m _ [mc],___ + [ml m ... mn] [_]_• = _ fi
i=0
0






m ~ I ' -]-- ~ -- ...,m (r n + n) [#]_ =+ [I(t)]_ + l(r I + ql) !m2(r 2 + q2) , i n --
n
0 _ (ri + qi) x fi + u
+ -- --r
-- i=l
The assembled equations of motion in matrix form are presented in Figure 3.
24















I [ mlm2 ... mn] [_2]
I
I
I qlI [ml(rl +_ )_ "'" mn(_rn+qn)_][_]
l-
m_,r_+_,-I_'o?














0 _ ... 0]
o _2
-- _ ut 1
!
+ u r
_Z [_] T Uv
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The kinetic energy of the vehicle is the sum of the translational
and rotational kinetic energy of the rigid body and the kinetic energy
of the particles comprising the appendage
T
n
1 2 1 1 _ 2
= _ _ Vb + _ _ " [Ib]_ + _ _i m. v.-- -- i 1
= + w x s is the velocity of the mass center of the base
v = + _ X
• " "i .th
(r# + q_) + q is the velocity of I particle
inner products (_b,_b);(vl,v l) and recalling Eq. (3-10) forForming the
[I(t)] the kinetic energy can be written as
T _"
n
_ 2 1 T 1 _ i}T "i
1 m(u 2 + v + w 2) + _ _ [I(t)]_ + _ i--'l {_ mi q2 -- -- .=




+ _ (UVW) _ miq
i=l
+ _ mit q 2 + _ _ _ m. (r I + q )~j_l - -- mi{_i}T(rl + .gl)~ w
i=l -- i=l _ 2 .= --
26
"i
we now rewrite those terms in T which depend upon _ in terms of
n
E f'i_T "i 'T •
_q I miq = _T[M]q_ = _T[_]T[M] [_]__ = __ [E]_
i=l






(i)ri12 I?(uvw)Lm ,m • Im n
2




= T[ml(rl + ql)~ ... m (rn + n)~] [_]_
-- -- n -- --
1 UT
The kinetic energy can be written as the quadratic form T = _ _ [A]_
where [A] is the coefficient matrix (symmetric) of the generalized
accelerations appearing in the equations of motion (see Figure 3) and
is the vector of non-holonomic velocities
I T
Since [Ib] is positive definite, an inspection of the initial
expression for T reveals that T _ 0 for all U. If T = 0 then v b = _ =
i • + v i
Z = _0 (i = 1,2, . ,n_. But vb = _0 = ...._ implies [uvw) = 0 and = 0 =
(uvw) = _ implies _ = _. Hence [_]__ = _0" Since the columns of [¢] are
linearly independent we,must have _ = 0 also. In other words, T = 0 if
and only if U = 0. This argument proves that [A] is positive definite
and consequently nonsingular (see Chapter 8 where we require [A]-I).
27
Note that if we replace the rigid body by a particle then s = 0
and [I b] = [0]. Westill have T _ 0 but if T = 0 we can only argue that
(uvw) = _. Wecan have T = 0 for nonzero _ and __as long as __x (ri_ + _l)
.i
+ _ = 0 (i = 1,2,...,n). Thus for this later case [A] is positive semi-
definite. In particlar [A] will be sinqular. The situation here can be
understood by simply enumerating the degrees of freedom involved. Orig-
inally wehad a systemconsisting of a rigid body and n particles: (6 + 3n)
degrees of freedom. The numberof dynamicequations was also (6 + 3n).
Whendegenerating the rigid body to a particle we have a system of (n + i)
particles: (3n + 3) degrees of freedom. However,whenwe retain the same
equations of motion as in the original case (6 + 3n) there will clearly be
a redundancypresent. Indeed, this explains why [A] is singular for the
degenerate_ase. Consequently, we cannot use the equations developed here





Let the transformation from the inertial frame {xl,y I 1,z } to the
body frame {x4,y 4 4,z } be arrived at by a sequence of three Euler angles
@1,82,83 as depicted below.
z2 z1 z3 y3
z2 t x 2 y4 ._ x4
o o> /co e2osin 2>12 -sin @i R23 1 0R = cos @ 1 =
sin 81 cos 81 k-sin 82 0 cos @2
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R
= Isi_ 83 cos0 @3
[R 13] is the transformation
matrix from frame 'j' to
frame 'i '




cOSSlsin@ 3 + sin@isin%2cos@3
in@isin@ 3 - cos@isin@2cosfl3
-cos82sin83
cosSlcos@ 3 - sin@isin@2sin@ 3





We next derive the relationship between the body frame angular
velocity m__ (expressed in body coordinates) and the Euler rates 81' @2' _





-_ , -> , -> , ->
= @lil + 82J2 + 83k 3
To express _ in the body frame, we must use the representation of
the unit vectors in frame 4. With the aid of the transformations listed
above we arrive at
/@lCOS@2COS@ 3 + @2sin@31
= _82cos83 - 81c°s82sin83J
\ 83 + 81sin@2 /
(in body frame)












sin 83tan 82 1




EQUATIONSOFMOTION-- FIRST ORDER FORM







































Let R x, Ry, R be the components of the inertial position vector of Oz g
(origin of body frame) resolved along inertial axes and [F] denote the
matrix in Eq. (7-2). The kinematic relationships can now be written
= [RI41 v , 2 = CF]__
2Define [_2] = diag( 21,_2 ..... _ ). The state vector Y is defined to be
Y _ uvw (8-4)= (RxRRzele2e3nTy T _T)T








This system of (2t + 12) first order equations can be integrated numer-




This chapter is concerned with the FORTRAN computer program which
implements and numerically integrates the complete set of first order
ordinary differential equations presented in Chapter 8, Eq. (8-5). A
description of the main program, its subroutines, and the input data is
given. An annotated flowchart of the program is given in Figure 4 and
a complete listing of the program and its subroutines is provided in
Appendix A. An example of the input data for a sample vehicle is pro-
vided in Appendix B. The code is liberally commented throughout and in
most instances the FORTRAN variable names are mnemonically similar to the
corresponding analytical quantities. Virtually all computations involving
real number quantities are performed in (IBM) double precision. External
subroutines from the double precision IMSL library (8) are Used to perform
certain standard computations. IMSL subroutine "EIGRS" is used for
eigenvalue/eigenvector extraction and subroutine "LEQTIP" is used to
solve simultaneous linear equations. In addition, IMSL subroutine "USPLT"
is used to generate time history graphs of selected elements of the vector
iT T iT Tn • "n
{R R R ele2e 3 _ ... _ uvw _i_2_3 _ ... _ } (9-i)
xyz
via the line printer.
Throughout the program deformation dependent terms are arranged and
computed hierarchically as quantities involving structural deflections to
















COMPUTES EIGENVALUES & EIGENVECTORS
COMPUTES TIME INVARIANT PARAMETERS
COMPUTES & ASSEMBLES DEFORMATION
DEPENDENT GENERALIZED MASS MATRIX
COMPUTES & ASSEMBLES VECTOR OF APPLIED FORCES












PLOTS SELECTED VARIABLES VIA LINE PRINTER
Figure 4. Program flowchart.
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are organized into the three categories of Section 4.2 with the contribu-
tions of each group of terms being computed independently. This parti-
tioned structure of the computations provides the capability to assess
the influence of these higher order terms on the final solution and upon
such analysis bypass those deemed negligible.
Main Program
The main program is simply an executive module which calls the
appropriate subroutines in the proper order. The reader will notethat
if external forces are required, these must be Explicitly coded either
in the main program or as individual subroutines. If the external forces
are time dependent, it is essential that they be recomputed prior to each
call to subroutine "EXTF" (see comments in main program). For the sys-
tem in Figure 1 the external excitation is accommodated via the three
arrays: F_, TAUt, FP.
F@ -- sum of external forces on rigid body
TAU_ -- sum of external moments on rigid body taken about body
frame origin.
F_ and TAU@ are three-dimensional vectors whose elements refer to com -_
ponents along body frame axes.
FP(I,J) -- is the I th component of the external force acting upon
particle J in the appendage (I = 1,2,3; J = 1,2,...,N).
The external forces for each of the "N" particles comprising the appendage
are resolved along body axes.
Subroutines
Subroutine INITL reads in all program input data and performs
consistency checks. Selected input data is echo printed. The eigenvalues
"@" denotes the number zero.
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and eigenvectors of the standard symmetric eigenvalue problem given by
Eq. (5-2) are computed via a call to IMSL subroutine EIGRS. The eigen-
vectors are then transformed to those corresponding to Eq. (5-1). All
time-invariant terms of the generalized mass matrix of Figure 3 are
computed. Finally, the initial conditions on the particle displacements,
modal coordinates, and the respective time derivatives are set.
Subroutine GNMASS computes and assembles the deformation depend-
ent generalized mass matrix of Figure 3.
Subroutine EXTF computes and assembles the generalized force
vector F of Eq. (8-2).
Subroutine NLKT computes and assembles the vector of nonlinear
kinematic terms of Eq. (8-3).
Subroutine SOLVE computes the transformation matrices given by
Eq. (7-1) and (7-2). The set of simultaneous equations given by Eq. (8-1)
are solved via a call to IMSL subroutine LEQTIP. The state vector
Eq. (8-4) is assembled and its time derivative, Eq. (8-5), evaluated.
The value of the state vector is advanced one time step via a call to
subroutine ODESLV.
Subroutine ODESLV integrates the state equation, Eq. (8-5), using
the Adams method with third order differences.
Subroutine PRINT is executed only at print-time intervals speci-
fied in the input (see below), when called, the subroutine prints the
time, force, and torque on the rigid body, applied forces on the par-
ticles and all the variables of the vector given in Eq. (9-1).
Entry point GRAF in subroutine PRINT stores selected variables




Program input data is read in during execution of subroutine INITL.
Input is achieved through four READ-NAMELIST combinations and a single
unformatted READ of the stiffness matrix. It is worth noting that while
the code given in Appendix A requires the stiffness matrix (described in
Section 3.1) and from this and the appendage mass matrix (assembled in-
ternally) computes the constrained appendage eigenvalues and eigenvectors,
it could be modified to read in the appropriate eigenvalues/eigenvectors
directly. The four NAMELIST inputs are defined below, and their use
illustrated in Appendix B.
(I) NAMELIST/INPUT/M_, N, MASS, RM, I@, S, NT; contains all
mass and geometry data as well as the number of modes to
be retained.
M_ = mass of rigid Dody (real)
N = number of particles (integer)
MASS = masses of particles i through N (real N × 1 array)
RM = position vectors of particles 1 through N prior
to deformation, expressed in body frame (real
3 x N array)
I_ = inertia matrix of the rigid body with respect to
a frame located at the rigid body mass center
with axes parallel to body frame (real 3 x 3
array)
S = position vector from body frame origin to mass
center of rigid body expressed in body frame (real
3 x 1 array)






NAMELIST/KIN/UVW, OMEGA, R, THETA: contains initial con-
ditions for kinematic variables.
UVW = initial velocity vector of body frame origin,
expressed in body frame coordinates (real 3 x 1
array)
OMEGA = initial angular velocity vector of body frame
with respect to inertial frame, components ex-
pressed in body frame (real 3 x 1 array)
R = initial inertial position vector of body frame
origin, components expressed in inertial frame
(real 3 x 1 array)
THETA = initial 1-2-3 Euler angles of body frame with
respect to inertial frame (real 3 × 1 array)
NAMELIST/RUN/DT, TSTOP, DTP, DTG: contains numerical
integration parameters and print and plot time intervals.
DT = integration time step in seconds (real)
TSTOP = integration termination time in seconds (real)
DTP = print output time interval in seconds; output
printed every DTP seconds (real)
DTG = plot output time interval in seconds; selected
variables plotted every DTG seconds (real)
NAMELIST/PLOT/IPLOT: specifies which elements of vector
in Eq. (9-1) are to be plotted via line printer.
IPLOT = integer array with the integers corresponding
to those elements of the vector in Eq. (9-1)
that are to be plotted versus time (see sample




















78) OS/350 FORTRAN H EXTEtlOED DATE b2.ZTI/12.Q3.05 PAGE
NO_DJ, TERM P, I_3>.'R E F, , NOMAP, p, NAHE [ MAIN ] , AO [ NONE ), OPT( 0 ) , , , F LhG[ I ], SIZE ( 3Btl I_ }, LC [ (>0 |
NAME[PIAIN) NOOPTIrlIZE LItIECOL_IT( 60 ) SIZE( 03B_oK ) A'JTCDSL( t!gITE )
SOURCE EBCDIC NOLIST HOOECK HOODJECT NOHAP HOFORIIAT C03TIIT (:OXREF NOALC (:9.%NSF TEP.H IBM FLAG( I )
C 00000100
C _N_N_W_WWm_m_W_W _ee_ N_W W _W_NNW_W _W_W_U W_ WK _N W N_W_W_WNNU_NW_ 00000 _00
C _TilIS FROGRAH SOLVES THE EQUATIOHS OF MOTION OF A VEHICLE O000o-_O0
C .CUtlSIgTII:S OF A RIGID BASE NIIH AN ATTACHED FLEXIBLE APPENDAGE. OOOOO&O0
C *THE APPEI.'DAGE IS IDEALIZED AS k COLLECTION OF PAP.TICLES CC"_IECTEO 00000-r_0
C wBY HASSLESS ELASTIC STI;UCTU_E. IN ADDITION TO EXTER!IAL FORCES ACTING00000_00
C wUPON EACH OF THE PARTICLESp A FORCE AI_ TORQUE ARE ACCOT_HODATED AT 00000700
C wTIIE GRAPPLE FIXIU._E CO'._RESPCI.'DIHG TO TIlE ORIGIN OF BODY FR.%HE.. 00000800
C _(HRITTEN BY JOEL $TG_CH /. STEPHEN GATES C.S.D.L. BASED UPON 00000900
C w C.S.D.L. REPORT t:."tlSOZ SEPT. 19BZ) 00001000
C 00001200
C 00001300
















C INPUT VALUES REQUIRED FOR 'EXTF'
C ;ALL VECTORS EXPRESSED IN BODY FRAPIE}
C
C FO - EXTERNAL FORCE ON MO (AT ORIGIN OF BODY FRAME)
C TAU0 - EXTERNAL TORQUE AT LOCATION OF BODY FRAME ORIGIH.














































LEVEL Z°3.0 IJUNE 76] tIAZH 05/360 FORTRAH H EXTEHOED DATE 8_.2_6/lZ.Zl.4; PAGE 2
_OPTZOH$ ZH
15H 0026 CALL PRZHT(T,F0JTAU0,FP} 00005400
I$H 0027 TP=TP+OTP 0000SSO0
ISH 0028 15 IF(T ,LT. TS] GO TO _0 00005600
ZSN 0030 CALL GRAF[T! 0000S700
ISN 0031 TG:TG+OTG 00005800
ZSH O03Z Z0 ZF(T .LT. TSTOP) GO TO 10 0000S900
ZSN 0034 CALL PLOT 00006000
ZSN 00]5 STOP 00006100
ISN 0036 EN0 00006200
EFFECTuNAME(MAIH] HOOPTIMIZE LZHECOUHT[6O] SZZE(0384K] AUTOOBL(NOHE)
_OPTXON5 IH (FFECTNSOURCE EBC431C NOLISTHOOECK HOOSJECTNK]tIAPHOFORMAT6OSTMT NOXREF NOALCHOAHSF TERff IBM FLAG(I)
wSTATZSTZCSN 5OURCE STATEMENTS = 3S, PROGRAJI $ZZE = 2002j SUBRROGRAH NAME = llAZN
*$TATZSTICSm NO D_AGHOSTZCS GEHERATED
..._x EH9 OF COMPILATZOH _x-N _80K BYTES OF CORE HOT USED
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LEVEL 2.3.0 (JUNE 78) OS/]bO FORTI_AN H EXTEHOEO DATE 82.2_6/12.21.q.5 PAGE
REQUESTED OPTZOH5 : HODS J, TERtl, ,HDXREF _ ,NOttAP,, ,HAHE(HAZN ) ,AD( HOHE ) ,OPT( 0 ),, ,FLAG( T ], SZZE( 384K ), L.C[ 60 ),
DPTIOHS ZN EFFECT: NAJ'IE( MAIN| NOOPTZMZZE LTHECOUHT(60) SZZE(O384K ] AUTOOBL(HONE)
SOURCE EBCOTr" HOLZST HOOECK HOOSJECT HOrIAP NOFORrlAT GOSTHT HDXREF HOALC HOAHSF TERN ZBH FLAG(Z)
1.51'1000Z SUBROUTINE SKE_(V,A) 00006300
C 00006;00
C THZS SUBROUTZHE CREATES "_tE SKEN SYMffETRIC _TRXX CORRESPONOZHG 00006500
C TO THE VECTOR "V". 00006600
C 00006700
ZSH 0003 REAL_S V,A 00006800
ZSN 0004 DZHENSZON V(3)tA(3,3) 00006900
ZSH 0005 A(1,1)=0.0 00007000
ZSH 0006 A(Z,2)=-V[3) 00007100
ZSH 0007 A(1,3)=V(2) 00007200
ISN 0008 A(Z,Z)=V(3) 00007300
15N 0009 A(2,2):0.0 00007_00
ZSN 0010 A(Z,3)=-V(l] 00007500
ZSH 0011 A(3,1):-V(2} 00007600
ZSH OOlZ A(3,ZI=V(1) 00007700
ZSH 0013 A(3_3)=0.0 00007800
ISH 001_ RETLJRH 00007900
ZSH 0015 EHO 00008000
-OPTZOHS ZH EFFECT.]q4AIIE[riAZN) NOOPTZHZZE LZNECOUH'T(60! SZZE(0584K) AUTOOBL(HGHE)
_OPTZOHS ZN EFFECT_SOURCE EBCOZC HOLZST NOOECK HOOIBJECT HQI_P HOFORHAT GOSTHT NOXREF HOALC HOAHSF TERH Z_t FLAG(Z)
_STATISTZCSm SOURCE STATEHEHTS = 1_, PROGRAM SZZE = 388, SUSPROGRAI1HAHE = SKEM "
_STATZSTZCSx 140 DZAGHOSTZCS GENERATED
aPx.wPw_ END OF COflPZLATZOH m_HH_ 280K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED
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LEVEL 2.3.0 (JUNE 76) 05/360 FORTRAN H EXTENDED DATE 81.266/18.21.46 PAGE
REQUESTED OPTIONS: _8J_TER_wN_XREF_P_MAPw'w_AJ.tE(_AZ_)_AD(N_E_'_PT_)_tFLAG_S_zE_8_K)JLC_6_)_
OPTIONS ZH EFFECT: HAHE(MAZH] NOOPTZHZZE LZNECOUNT(60) SZZEIO384K) AUT_BL[NONE)
SOURCE EBCDIC NOLZST NOOECK NOOBJECT NOt'L_P HQFQRMAT GOSTI'tT NOXREF NOALC NOAHSF TERM IB. FLAG(1)
S1.JBROUTINE CROSS(A,BtC)
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE VECTOR CROSS PROOUCT
A X D =C
15N 0002


















_OPTIONS ZN EFFECTmSOURCE EBCOZC NOLZSTNOOECK NOOBJECT hl_1'_kP NOFORMAT GOSTMTNOXREF NOALC NOAHSF TERM ZBM FLAG(I)
*STATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMEHTS = 7, PROGRAM SIZE = 484, SUBPROGRAM NAME : CROSS
*STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED
*_,_ ENO OF COMPILATION _w,_N 280K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED
:4
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LEVEL 2.3.0 (JUNE 78] 0S/360 FORTRAN H EXTENDED DATE 82.2q6/12.21.47 PAGE 1
REQUESTED OPTIONS : NOOBJ ,TERM, ,NOXREF,, NOMAP,, ,NAME[ MAIN ), AD ( HONE ) ,OPT( 0 ),,, FLAG[ I ] ,SIZE( 384K ), LC(60 ],
OPTIONS IN EFFECT: NAME(MAIN) NOOPTZHZZE LINECOUNT(60) $IZE(O384K) AUTOOBL(NONE)

























































C DESCRIPTION OF HAI1EL_ST VARIABLES
C
C "MO" IS THE PIASS OF THE RIGID BASE
C
C *'N'* IS THE HUMBER OF PARTICLES THAT COMPRISE THE FLEXZBLE APPENDAGE
C
C "MASS" COHTAZNS THE MASSES OF PARTICLES 1 TO N
C
C '_M" CONTAINS THE POSITION VECTORS OF PARTICLES I THRU N ZN THE
C UNOEFORMED STATE EXPRESSED IN THE BODY FRAME.
C
C '°IO" IS THE ZHERTIA MATRIX OF THE RIGID BASE NZTH RESPECT TO A
C FRAME LOCATED AT THE MASS CENTER OF THE BASE AND PARALLEL
C TO THE BODY FIXED AXIS SYSTEM.
C
C '*S" IS THE VECTOR FROH THE BODY FRAME ORIGIN TO THE MASS CENTER
C OF THE RZGXO BOOY.
C
C "NT" HUMBER OF RETAINED MODES IN APPENDAGE VIBRATION
C
C "UVH" ZS THE INITIAL VELOCITY OF THE BODY FRAME ORIGIN EXPRESSED
C IN BODY COOROZHATES.
C
C "OMEGA" ZS THE INITIAL ANGULAR VELOCITY OF THE BODY FRAME EXPRESSED
































































































'*R** IS THE INITIAL IHERTIALPOSZTZOHVECTOR OF THE BODY FRAME
ORIGIN
"THETA" ZS THE ZHZTZAL SET OF ATTITLIOE ANGLES FOR THE 800Y FRAME
MDT" IS THE IHTEGRATIOH TIME STEP
"TSTOP" 15 THE TERMZHAL TIME FOR THE SIffJLATZOH
"DTP" IS THE TIME ZHTERVAL 8ETHEEN PRIHTOUTS
"DTG** IS THE TIME ZHTERVAL BETI4EEH PLOTTED POIHTS
"IPLOT" IS AH ARRAY XHOICATIHG VARZAELES TO BE PLOTTED.
NI.R_ERIHG CORRESPOHDS TO LOCATIOH ZN STATE VECTOr.
POINTS ARE PLOTTED EVERY *'DTG" SECONDS.
READ(S,INPUT]














1 'INITIAL M;G1JLAR VELOCZT_=',SFT.ZI' OEG/SEC')
k#RTTEI6,105) L)V_I,OMEGA
104 FORMAT(1HO,SX,'IHZTZAL PO_ZTXOH=',SFT.E,SX,*FT',4X,






IF{ZPLOT(Z) .Eq. OI GO TO 109
108 II=II÷l
109 IF(IZ .EQ. O; GO TO 11I
14RITE(6,110; (IPLOT(I),I=1,ZZ)
110 FORMAT(1HO,SX,'VARIABLES PLOTTED',41,42(12,ZX))
105 FORMAT(1HO,SXt'TZM_ STEP=*,E12.4, _ SEC*,3X,'TERMIHATIOH T_[=',
1 E12.4,' SEC',2X_'PRIHT IHTERVAL=*_EIZ.4,' SEC'm'PLOT IHTERVAL=',
2 Eli.4,* SEC')
F_RMAT(IHOiSX,I2,' MOOES RE_JESTED',£X,Z3,' PARTICLES IN MODEL*|





























































FORMAT(XHO,151,'S=°,S[l_.5, ' FT')SX,I2,' COHSTRXNED APPEHOAGE MOOE00019900
15 RETAINED') 00020000
00020100
CHANGE At/GULAR VELOCITY & ATTITUDE TO RADIANMEASURE 00020200
PAGE
44








































































05/360 FORTRAN H EXTENDED
C
C READ ZN STIFFNESS HATRIX
C
READ(8) HOOFp((K(Z,J),J=I,NDOF),Z=I,HOOF)




102 FORMAT(1HO,IOX,'ZHCOHSZSTEHT DATA',ZX,Z3,* PARTZCLES',2X,ZSI
1 ' DEGREES OF FREEOOM ZN STZFFNESS HATRIX')
C





ZF((J-3_(J/3;) .E_. OJ LC=LC-1
DO 300 l=l,J
LR=I+Z/3





ZF(IER .Eq. 0) GO TO 310
k_ITE[6,301) IER


















































































































































































FORMATtlHO,3X,'MOQE ',Z2_' FREQUENCY=',E12.q,lX,'¿HZ]',/,1H ,
1 'MODE SHAPE: ',(9(GlZ._,lX)))
COHTIHUE
THE ROUTINE '°EIGRS" RETURNS AN ORTHOHO_rtAL SET OF EZGEHVECTORS.
THIS IS ESSEI_IAL SINCE WE ASSUME IN THE DERIVATION THAT THE
EZGEh'VECTORS{ OF THE ORIGINAL GENERALIZED EIGEHVALUE PROBLEM)
ARE GRTHOGONAL WITH RESPECT TO MASS(STZFFHESSJ AFi] HORMALIZE0
WITH RESPECT TO MASS.
































IF(Z .LE. J) GO TO 70
ItlERTI( I _J ): INERT1 ( J, Z )
CMAT( I, J )=Cr'L_T( J, I )
70 CONTINUE
C












































































































































































A( Z, JP6 )=A( I, JP6 )_/'f( Z, L )*EV( L, J )
CONTINUE
CREATE (3,3) PARTZTZOH





























































LEVEL 2.3.0 (JUNE 78) INITL 05/380 FORTRAN H EXTENDED 0ATE 8E.246/12.21.47 PAGE
ISH 0189 OO 230 L=I,HT 00037700
lSN 0190 230 A(L*b,L_6)=I. 00037800
C . 00037900
C SET IHITIAL DEFORMATION AND RATE TO ZERO 00038000
C 00038100
ZSH 0191 DO 250 I=l,N 00036200
I$N 0192 DO ZS0 J=1,3 00038300
I514 0193 Q(J,Z)=0.0 00038400
ISH 0194 QDOTIJ,I)=0.0 00038S00
ISN 0195 • 250 CO_ITI_JE 00038600
ISN 0196 DO 293 Z=lwHT 00038700
ISN 0197 ETA(Z)=0.0 00058800
ISH 0198 ETADII)=0.0 00038900
ZSN 0199 293 COI'4TZ_NUE 00039000
ZSN 0200 RETURN 00039100
ISH 0201 Eid_ 00039200
_OPTZOHS ZH EFFECTNNMtE(MAZN) HOOPTZMIZE L_HECOUHT(6Ol 5ZZE(036_K) AUTOOBL(HOHE)
• 0PTZOHS ZH
NSTATISTICSm SOURCE STATEMENTS =
• STATZSTZCSm 140 OZAGHOSTZCS GEHERATEO
• w_*_ EHO OF COI_PZLATIOH N_m E32K BYTES OF CORE HOT USEO
EFFECT_SOURCE EBCI)ZC HOLIST HOOECK HOOBJECT HOtIAP HOFORtlAT GOSTrff HOXREF NOALC HOAHSF TERH _ FLAG(Z)
200, PROGRAM SIZE : 1030E6, SUTPROGRN1 HNIE : ZHZTL
48
mLEVEL 2.3.0 (JUHE 78) 05/360 FORTRAN H EXTENDEO DATE 82.246/11.21.50 PAGE 1
R EQUESTED OPTIONS : NOOBJ _TERM,, NOXREF,, NQMAP,,, NAME( MAIN ), AD( NONE ), OPT( 0 ),,, F LAG( Z ), SIZE ( 384K ), LC! 60 ),
OPTIONS IN EFFECT: NAME(MAIN) NOOPTZMIZE LZNECOUHT(60) SIZE(0384K) AUTOOBL(NONE)













































































































































































































































































































































































LEVEL 2.3.0 (JUNE 78) GI,E'IASS 05/360 FORTRAN H EXTEHOED DATE 82.246/12.21.50
ISN 0098 LL:LL÷I 00050400
ZSN 0099 220 CONTINUE 00050500
ZSN 0100 200 CONTINUE 00050600
ISN 0101 5LA'I:0.O 00050700
ISN OlOZ DO 240 Z=l,H 00050800
ISNOl03 240 SUtl=St, Rt-MQ(1,I)NQ(£,Z) 00050900
15N 0104 INERT3fl,2):SUN 00051000
ZSN 0105 SUM=O.O 00051100
ZSN 0106 DO 250 Z=l,N 00051200
ISN 0107 250 SUtI:SUtl-Mq(1,I]_Q(3,Z] 00051300
ISN 0108 INERT3[1,3) =SUM 00051400
ISN 0109 SUr1:0.O 00051500
ISN 0110 DO 260 I=l,N 00051600
ISN 0111 260 5LA_=SUI1-MQ[2,I]_Q[3,I] 00051700
ZSN 0112 ZNERT3[Z,3|:SUN 00051800
ZSN 0113 DO 270 Z=1p3 00051900
1SN 0114 DO 270 J=1,3 00052000
ZSN 0115 ZF(Z .LE. J] GO TO 270 00052100
ISN 0117 ZNERT3[Z,J)=ZNERTS(J, I] 00052200
ZSH 0118 270 COHTINUE 00052300
ZSN 0119 DO 280 I=1,3 00052_00
ZSN 0120 ZPS:Z+3 00052500
ZSN 0121 DO 280 3=1,3 00052600
ZSN 0122 Jp3=J+3 00052700
ZSN 0123 250 A(ZP3pJPS)=A(ZP3,JP3]+INERT3(Z, J) 00052800
C 00052900
ISH 012_ 302 FORt_T(1HO,//,1H ,IOX,'A HATRZX*] 00053000
ZSN 0125 301 FORMAT(1HO,2X,15(F7.Z*lX)| 00053100
ISH 0126 RETURN 00053200
ZSH 0127 Eh_ 00053300
v,OPTIOHS IN EFFECTImNAME(HAZN| NOOPTZ,IZE LZNE_(60) SZZE(O38g_K) AUTOOBL(NOHE)
PAGE
NOPTZOH$ IN EFFECTN_OURCE EBCDIC HOLZST NOOEC]'( NIDOISJECT NOHAP NOFORIIAT GOSTIIT HOXI_EF NOALC HOANSP TERM IBM FLAG(Z)
_STATESTZCS_ SOURCE STATEMENTS = 126_ PROGRAM SZZE = 8156, 5UBPROGRAH NAME =GHt_SS
_STATISTZCSX 140 OZAENOSTZCS GENERATED




LEVEL 2.3.0 (JUNE 78) OS/360 FORTRAN H EXTENDED DATE 82.246/12.21.52
REQUESTED OPTIONS : HOOBJ, TERM,, HOXREF, ,_P _, ,HAME [ MAIN ), AD (HONE), OPT( 0 ) j, _F LAG( Z ) _SIZE ( 38qK ), LC( 60 )








































SOURCE EBCDIC HOLIST HOOECK NDOSJECT NO)lAP NOFDR_T GOSTHT HOX_EF NOALC NOAHSF TERM IBM FLAG(I)
SUBROUTINE EXTF(FD,TAUO,FP) 00053400
C 00055500
C THIS SUBROUTINE ASSEMBLES THE FORCE VECTOR "F" IN THE 00053600
C MOTION EQUATIONS AHD IS PARTZTIOHED AS: FORCRES FOR BODY 00053700
C TRANSLATION, FORCES FOR BODY ROTATZ_, ANO FORCES FOR 00053800
C PARTICLE TRAHSLATZOH. 00053900
C 00054000
C INPUT TO SU_ROUTIHE 00054100
C 00054200
C FO - EXTERHAL FORCE ON MO (AT ORIGIN OF BODY FRAME) 00054300
C TAUO - EXTERNAL TOR_IUE AT LOCATIOH OF BODY FRAME ORIGZH. 0005_400
C FP - VECTOR OF EXTERNAL FORCES ON PARTICLES 4_2e...,N. 00054500





I MflM(3,50],CMAT(3,SI,F(156),SLh_(5),MV( 3),MVI(3),_DOT(3,SO),UVN( 3),00055100
20HEGA|3),R! 3),THETAfS),HV2!lSO),PHZ(ZSO,150)pNS(150) 00055200
COIltlOH /STATE/ R,THETA,Q)UVI4_ONEGA,QDDT 00055300
COMMON /GEOrt/ RM 00055400
COPCfON /COHST/ Tl%//ASS_MCO,_M,CMATDN,N3DNSP6,KTtHTP6wNO 00055500
C_'_tOH /FORCE/ F 00055600
COtlHON /MODES/ PHI,MS 00055700
DD 10 Jzl,3 00055800
10 F(J):FOIJ) 00055900
DO 20 I=l,H 00056000
DO 20 J=1,3 00056100
20 F(J)=F(J)_FP(J,Z) 00056200
DO 30 J:1_3 00056300
30 SUM(J)=O.O 00056400
DO 40 I=l)N 00056500
DD 50 J=1,3 00056600
50 MV(J)mRM(J,Z)+Q(J,Z) 00056700
CALL CROSS!_V,FPCZ,Z),NVI) 00056800
DO 60 J=1,3 00056900
60 SLRI(J)=$UM(J)_NVI(J) 00057000
40 CONTIHUE 00057100




DO 80 I:l.N 00057600





DD 90 I=I,HT 00058200
ZP6:I+6 00058300
F(IP6):O.O 00055400
DD 95 L=I_N3 00058500
95 F(IP6;=F(IP6)*PHI(L,I)_W2(L) 00058600
52
LEVEL Z.3.0 (JUNE 78) EXTF 03/360 FORTRAN H EXTEHOED OATE 82.Z4b/12.21.52 PAGE
ISN 0040 90 CONTINUE 00058700
ZSN 0041 RETURN 00058800
ZSH O0_Z EHO 00058900
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT*NAME(MAIN) NOOPTIMZZE LINECOUNT(60) SZZE(O384K) AUTOOBL(HOHE)
_OPTIONS IN EFFECTxSOURCE EBCOIC NOLZST HODECK HO_JECT HOrIAP NOFORrlAT GOSTMT HOXREF NOALC NOANSF TERM IBM FI.AG(I]
.STATZSTZCS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 41, PROGRAM SZZE = 273_, SUBPROGRAM NAME = EXTF
_8TATZSTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED
****** END OF COMPILATION ._*w, Ht 280K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED
53
LEVEL 2.3.0 (JUNE 78) OS/360 FORTRAN H EXTEHOED DATE 82.246/12.21.54
REQUESTEO OPTIOHS: NOOBJ, TERH,. HQXR EF t, I'_P,,. HAI'tE ( MAIN ), ,kD( NONE ) _OPT( 0 ),,, F LAG ( I ), SIZE ( 384K ), LC ( 60 ),














































SOURCE EBCDIC NOLIST NODECX HOOBJECT NOHAP HOFORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF HOALC HOANSF TERM TBM FLAG(Z)
SU_ROUTZHE NLKT
C
C THIS SUBROUTZNE CALCULATES THE HON-LIHEAR KINENATZC TERt_ IN THE








COMtlOH /CONST/ TM,MASS_PIC0,LIRMpCPUI, T,H,N3,HSP6,HT,NTP6,HO
COJ"_ /TDEPV/I'_J'IC1




EQUZVALEHCE(UI 1) ,UT( 1 ) ) _(U(4) ,UR(1) )
C









































































































































































































































































LEVEL 2.3.0 (JUHE 78) HLKT 0S/360 FORTRAH H EXTEHDEO DATE 82.246/12.21.54 PAGE 3
ISH 0101 320 ISV;(J)=OMS*tIQ(J,I| 00070100
ISH 0102 LL=L 00070200
ISH 0103 O0 330 J=1,3 00070300
IgH 010q UV(LL)=UV! LL)-2.uISV2(J)-WVS(J)JWV;(J) 00070400
ZSH 0105 330 LL=LL+I 00070500
ISH 0106 300 COHTZHUE 00070600
ISN 0107 DO 307 I=I,HT 00070700
ISH 0108 ZP6=I_6 00070800
ISN 0109 U(IP6)=O.O 00070900
ISN 0110 DO 307 L:I,N3 00071000
ZSH 0111 307 U(IP6;:U(ZP6)+PHI(L,I)*UV(L; _0071100
C 00071200
C CALCULATE 5ECOHO ORDER DEFORMATION DEPEtIOEH]" TERMS 00071300
C 00071;00
ISN 0112 DO 311 I=1,3 00071500
ISH 0113 DO 311 J=1,3 00071600
1$H 011; 311 k_ll(I,J)=0.O 00071700
ISH 0115 DO 321 I:I,H 00071600
15N 0116 DO 331 J=lp3 00071900
ISH 0117 331 14111(J,J):ISMl(J,J)÷Mq(J,Z|_(J,Z) 00072000
ISH 0118 _Mltl,2)=HMI(1,2)÷ttQ(1,I)*q(Z,I) 00072100
ISN 0119 _11(1,3)=Wtll(1,3)_Mq(1,I)*Q[3,I) 00072200
ISH 0120 tSt11(2,3)=k_llt2,3)+Mq{2,Z)mQ(3,Z| 00072300
15H 0121 321 COHTIHUE 00071;00
15H 0122 DO 3qO I=1,3 00072500
ISH 0123 DO 340 J=1,3 00072600
ZSH 012; ZF(Z .LE. J) GO TO 3;0 00072700
ISN 0126 WMI(Z,J)=_MI(J,Z) 00072800
ISH 0127 340 CONTINUE 00072900
ISH 0128 DO 350 J=1,3 00073000
ISN 0129 350 Wl(J)=_I(J,I_OMEGA(1)*k_MI(J,2|'V_MEGA(Z)_WMI(J,3)_tOI'IEGA(3) 00073100
ZSH 0130 CALL CROSS(OMEGA,k'VI,W2) 00073200
ZSN 0131 5UM=O.O 00073300
ISH 0132 DO 360 I=l,N 00073400
ISH 0133 360 SUM=SUM_MqII,I)*GOOT(1,I)_Mql2,Z)*QOOT|Z,I)+MQ|3,;)mQDOT(3,Z) 00073500
15H 0134 DO 370 J=1,3 00073600
I5H 0135 WVS[JI=SUM*OMEGA(J) 00073700
ISN 0136 370 14VS(J)=O.O 00073800
ISN 0137 DO 380 I=I_H 00073900
ISH 0138 SU_=OMEGA(1)*tlQ(1,I|÷OMEGA(_)i_IQ( 2,Z)÷OHEGA(3)MtIQ(3,I| 0007;000
ISH 0139 O0 385 J=1,3 00074100
ISH 01;0 385 k'V;(J)=WV;[J)sSUM_QOOT(J,_) 00074200
ISN 0141 380 COHTINUE 00076300
ISH 0142 DO 390 J=1,3 00074400
ISH 01q3 390 UR|J)=UR(J)+kfV2tJ)÷Z.*t_V_(J)-WVSIJ)) 0007_500
ISH 014; RETURN 00074600
ISH 01_5 EH0 0007;700
_OPTIOH5 IN EFFECTuNAMECMAIN] NOOPTZMIZE LINECOUHT{60; 5IZE(O364K) AUTOOBL(NOHE)
*OPTI_5 IN
*STATISTICS* 30qJRCE 5TATEMEHT5 = 14_, PROGRAM SIZE = 8226, _PROGRAtt NAME = HLJ(T
-_STATISTICS" NO DIAGNOSTICS GEHERATED
****** Ef_ OF COMPZLATIOH ***_** 2_K BYTES OF CORE HOT USED
EFFECT*SO_JRCE EDCDIC HOLIST HODECK NOOSJECT NO,lAP NOFORMAT 60$TMT HOXREF HOALC NOANSF TERM IBM FLAG(Z)
56
LEVEL 2.3.0 (JUHE 78) 05/360 FORTRAN H EXTEHDED DATE 82.246/12.21.56
REQUESTED OPTIONS: NOOBJ ,TERM, ,NO_EF, ,NOHAP,, ,NAME( MATH ) ,AD( HOHE ) ,OPT( 0 ),,, FLAG( Z ), SZZE( 384K ), LC160 ) p
OPTIONS IN EFFECT : NAME [MAIN ] HOOPTIMZZE LINECO_( 60 ) 5ZZE [ 0384K ) AUTOOBL(HONE )




















































THZ$ 5UBROUTZHE ASSEHBLES THE EqUATIOHS OF MOTION IN FZRST ORDER 00075000
































































































TERM ZB#I FLAG(Z ]
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SOLVE 03/360 FORTRAN H EXTEHDEO
ZP6=Z+6
8(ZPb)=F(ZP6)+U(ZPb)-MS(Z)NETA(ZI








IFfIER .EQ. O) GO TO 60
MRZTE(6,61) ZER
STOP
FORMAT(1HO,5X,°ERROR DETECTED BY ZMSL LZBRARY ROUTZHE "LEQTIP"
IERROR C00E=',Z3)
ZFIZPASS .EQ. 1) GO TO 105
ZPASS=I
SET _NZTZAL VALUE OF "Y"



















YDOTI 1 )=MY1( Z )









































































LEVEL 2.3.0 (JUNE 78) SOLVE 05/]60 FORTRAN H EXTENOED DATE 82.2_&/12.21.56 PAGE
ISH 0088 DO 170 Z=1,3 00085900
ISH 0089 L:NTP6+Z 00086000
ISN 0090 LL=L+3 00086100
ISH 0091 UVW(Z]:Y(L) 00086200
ZSN 0092 170 OMEGA(I)=Y(LL) 00086300
ZSN 0093 DO 180 Z=I,NT 00086400
ISH 009_ 180 ETAD[I)=Y(NT÷12+Z) 00086500
C 00086600
C COMPUTE HEW VALUES FOR '°q°' _ "qOOT °' 00086700
C 00086800
ISN 0095 DO 200 I=l,N] 00086900
ISH 0096 QV(I)=O.O 00087000
ISN 0097 DDOTV(I):O.O 00087100
ISN 0098 DO 220 L=I,NT 00087200
ISN 0099 (W(X]=qV[I)+PHI[Z,L)NETA(L| 00087300
ISN 0100 22D QOOTV(I)=QDOI"V(I}+PHI(I,L) mETAD(L) 00087400
ZSH 0101 200 COHTZHUE 00087500
ISN 0102 RETURN 00087600
ZSN 0103 END 00087700
*OPTIOHS IH EFFECTmNMIE[HAIN) NOOPTIHIZE LIHECOUHT(60) SZZE(0384K) AUTOOEL[HOHE]
_OPTIOHS IN EFFECTNSOURCE EBCDIC HOLI$T HODECK NOOSJECT NOHAP NOFORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF NOALC NOANSF TERM ZBM FLAG[Z)
*$TATISTICS* SOURCE 5TATEHEHTS = ZOZ, RROGRAM SIZE = 107808, SUBPROGRAM HAHE = SOLVE
*STATISTICS* NO OZAGHOSTIC3 GENERATED
****"* EHD OF COMPILATION ****** 256K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED
59
LEVEL 2.3.0 (JUNE 78) 05/_bO FORTRAN H EXTEHOED DATE 82.246/12.21.56
REQUESTED OPTIONS : HOOBJ, TERN,, NOXREF, ,HOMAP,, j NAME{ MAIH J, AO( HONE ) _OPT( 0 J,,, F LAG( Z ), SIZE( 38_K ), LC (60),












C THIS SUBROUTINE ZHTEGRATES THE FIRST O_DER SYSTEM OF O_DINARY
C DZFFEREHTZAL EQUATIONS "D¥/DT=DERZV" BY THE AOAMS _ETHO0
C USING THIRD ORDER DIFFERENCES.
C N- SIZE OF SYSTEM
C Y- VECTOR OF INITIAL VALUES Or( IHPUT. "Y*' IS OVERWRITTEN
C WITH THE HEM SOLUTION
C H- STEP SIZE
C
ZSH 0006 ZF(N .LE. 312) GO TO 10
ISH 0008 NRZTEI6,12) H
ZSH 0009 STOP
ZSN 0010 1E FORMAT(1HO,SX,*ERROR ZH SUBROUTINE *UOOESLVU* CALLED WITH STATE
16IZE :',13,' EXCEEDS DIMEHSIOH SIZE OF ARRAYS ° )
ZSN 0011 10 GO TO(ZOOQ,2OOO,3OOO,4OOO),ZHTF
C
C FIRST CALL TO ROUTZHE - EULIR ZHTEGRATIOH
C
ISN 0012 1000 DO ZO Z:l,H
ZSH 0013 20 DERZVO(Z):DERZV[Z)
ISN 0014 IHTF:2
ISN 0015 GO TO 5000
C
C SECOND CALL TO ROUTINE - FT.RST ORDER DIFFERENCES
C
ZSH 0016 ZOO0 00 30 Z=I,N
ISH 0017 DOlfI,Z):OERIV(ZJ-OERZVO(I)
ISH 0018 E_III,2):DDIIZ,Z)
15H 0019 30 DERIVOII)=DERZV(Z)
ISN 0020 C1:.5
ISH 0021 XHTF:3
ZSH 0022 GO TO 5000
THIRD CALL TO ROUTINE - SECO_O ORDER DIFFERENCES









ADAMS METHOD WITH _6qD ORDER DIFFEREHCE$.




































































ISN 0038 50 BDZfI,1)=BDZ(Z,2)
ISN 0039 C3=3.0/8.0
ZSN 0040 60 TO 5000
05/360 FORTRAN H EXTENDED
C
C UPOATE VECTOR 'Y'
C
ZSN 0041 5000 DO 60 I=l,H
ISN 0042 60 y(I)=Y(I)+H_(DERIV(I)÷ClxBDI(I,ZI*C2wEO2(X,Z)+C3_BD3(I))
ZSN 0043 RETURN
IS11 OO44 END

















_OPTZON5 IN EFFECTNSOURCE EBCDIC NOLI$'r HODECK NOOBJECT NOtIAP HOFORHAT GOSTHT NOXREF NOALC NDANSF TERH IBM FL_G(I)
NSTATZSTICS_ SOURCE STATEHEHT5 = 43, PROGRAM SIZE = 16838t 5UEPRDGRAN NAME =QOESLV
.STATISTICS_ NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED
_H_¢_ END OF COMPILATION _Hl_m 276K BYTES OF CORE NOT USED
61
LEVEL Z.3.0 (JUHE 781 05/360 FORTRAN H EXTEHOED DATE 82.246/12.Z1.59
REQUESTEO OPTZCHS: _BJ_TER_tH_XREF_H_MAP_D_HAME[MA_H_tAo_H_HE)_PT(_)_'_FLAG_Z_D_Z_(384K_pLC(_)_



































































110 FSRMAT[1H ,SX,'R=*,3(ZX_lPEll.4),* FT'_/)4X,'THETA=',
I 3(2X,1PE11._),' OEG'j/,bX,'U_/_4:',3(2X,1PEll.4),* FT/SEC',/t
2 4X_'OtIEGA=',3(2XpIPE11.4),' DEG/SEC',/;
110 FORrIATilH ,5X,'Q',I3,'=*,3(2X,1PEll._],' FT')
130 FORHAT(1H ,2X,'QDOT',I3,*=',3(ZX,1PE11.4),* FT/SEC*)
200 FORMAT(1HO,SX,'FO=*,312XplPE11.4),' LS',/,
I 6X,'TAUO=',3(2X,1PEll.4),' FT LB*)
202 FORMAT(IH ,4X,'F',I3,'=',3(ZX,ZPEZ1.4],' LB*)
RETURN
ENTRY GRAF(T)
IF(IPLOT(I) .EQ. O) SO TO 203
C
C STORE VARIABLE$ FOR PLOTTZNG
C
NP=HP+Z




IF(N¥ .Eq. O) 80 TO 203
ZF{HY .ST. 3) GO TO 310
C




310 IF(HY .ST. 6) GO TO _20
C
























































LEVEL 2.3.0 (JUNE 78) PRINT 05/360 FORTRAN H EXTEHDEO DATE 82.246/12.21.59 PAGE
ISN 0046 PLTOAT(NP,I+I )=57.29578_THETA(NY-3) 00099800
ZSN 0047 GO TO 300 00099900
I5N 0048 520 IF(NY .GT. NSP6) GO TO 330 00100000
C 00100100
C STORE DEFORMATION COORDINATES 00100200
C 00100300
ZSN 0050 L=NY-6 00100400
ISH 0051 II=I+LJ5 00100500
ISH 0052 12:L-3_(Z1-1) 00100600
ISN 0055 IF(Z2 .HE. 0)'GO TO 321 00100700
ISH 0055 11=I1-1 00100800
ISN 0056 I2=3 00100900
ISN 0057 321 PLTDAT(NP,Z+I}:Q(IZ_II] 00101000
ISN 0058 GO TO 300 00101100
ZSN 0059 350 IF(NY .ST. (N3P6÷3)) GO TO 3ztO 00101200
C 00101500
C STORE TRANSLATIONAL VELOCZTY 00101400
C 00101500
ISN 0061 PLTDAT(NP,I+I)=UVN(NY-NSP6 ) 00101600
ISN 0062 GO TO 300 00101700
ISH 0065 340 ZF(HY .GT. (N3P6÷6)) GO TO 550 , 00101800
C 00101900
C STORE ANGULAR VELOCITY IN DEG./SEC. 00102000
C 00102100
ZSN 0065 PLTOAT(NPpI+I }=57.29578mOMEGAIHY-(NS+9}) 00102200
ISN 0066 GO TO 300 00102500
C 00102400
C STORE OEFORHATIOH RATES 00102500
C 00102600
ISN 0067 350 L=NY-(N3+IZ) 00102700
ZSN 0068 I1=1+L./3 00102800
1SN 0069 I2=L-5"(I1-1) 00102900
15N 0070 IF(Z2 .NE. 0) GO TO 351 00105000
ISN 0072 I1=I1-1 00105100
ISN 0073 I2:3 00103200
ZSN 0074 351 PLTOAT(HP,I÷I)=QOOT( I2,I1 ) 00103300
ISN 0075 500 CONTZt_JE 00103400
ISN 0076 203 RETURN 00103500
ISN 0077 END 00103600
_OPTIOHS IN EFFECTmNANE(HAZN) HOOPTZHIZE LINECOUtTT(60) $IZE(O584K) AUTOOBL(NONE)
i
*OPTIONS IH EFFECT_$OURCE EBCDIC NOLIST NOOECX NOOBJECT HOffAP HOFORMAT GOSTHT NOXREF NOALC HOANSF TERM IBM FLAGCI)
_STATISTZC5_ SOURCE STATEMEHTS = 76, PROGRAM sIZE = 2324, SUBPROGRAM NAME = PRINT
_STATISTIC$* NO DIAGNOSTICS GEHERATEO
_Nmm Et_O OF COHPILATIOH _mw_*_ 2661( BYTES OF CORE HOT USED
63
LEVEL Z.3.0 (JLJHE 78) OS/360 FORTRAH H EXTEHOED DATE 81.146/11.?.;L.01 PAGE
REQUESTED OPTZONS : HOOBJ, TERM,, NOY.REF,, HOtIAP,,, HAJIE( tIAZN ), AD[ NONE ), OPT[ 0 ),,, FLAG( Z ), SZZE( 3861( ), LC( 60 ),
OPTZOHS IN EFFECT: HAtIE(HAZN) HOOPTZI'IZZE LIHECOUHT(60 ) SZZE(038¢K) AUTODDL(NOHE )
SOURCE EDCOZC HOLZST HODECK NOOBJECT HOtlAP HQFORttAT GOSTttT HOXREF HOALC HOAtISF TERM IBtl FLAG(Z|
ZSH 000Z SLIBROUTZHE PLOT 00105700
ZSN 0003 ZHPLZCZT REAL.8(A-H,O-Z) 00103800
ISN O00q REAL_ RAH,PLTOAT 00103900
ZSH 0005 OZMEH51OH IPLOT(4ZI,PLTOAT(lOO,ZO),ZT(14_),RAH(4),ZC(lO), 00104000
1ZMAG4(5151) 0010_100
ISH 0006 COt_OH /PLO'I'T/ PLTOAT,ZPLOT,HP 00104100
ISH 0007 DATA ZT(1)/O/,RAJt/q_O./jZC(I|/1H_/ 00104300
C 00104400
C CALCULATE HL_BER OF VARZ_LES TO BE PLOTTED 00104500
C 0010_600
15H 0008 HV=O 0010¢700
ZSH 0009 DO 100 Z:1,4_ 00101800
ISH 0010 ZF(IPLOT(Z) .EG. O) GO TO 110 0010¢900
15N 0012 100 HV:HV+I 00105000
I5H 0013 110 ZF(HV .EQ. O) RETURH 00105100
ISH 0015 O0 120 ZP=I,HV 00105100
ISH 0016 CALL USPLT( PLTOAT(I:I ),PLTDATCl,ZP÷I),IOO)HP_I,I,ZT,RAH,ZCpll 00105300
1 Z.AG4,ZER) 00105400
ZSH 0017 120 COHTZHUE 00105500
ZSti 0016 RETURH 00105600
ISN 0019 EHD 00105700
_OPTZCX4S IH
mOPTZ(_lS IH
EFFECT-HNtE(PLkZN) HOOPTZMZZE LZHECCX_'T[60) SZZE[O38_K) AUTGOBL(HOHE)
.STATZSTZCSN SOURCE STATEMEHTS :
EFFECT.SOURCE EBCDZC HOLIST HOD'ECY, HOOBJECT HC_AP t4QFORHAT GOSTt1T HOXREF NOALC HOAHSF TERtt Zl_ FLAG(Z)
18_ PROGRN1 SZZE : 2173_, SUSPROGRN1 ttk'lE -" PLOT
_STATZSTZCS. !t0 DZAGHOSTZCS GEHERATED
_*N_0H_ END OF COtIPZLATZCH _÷N_
mSTATZSTI_5. 1410 DZAGHOSTZCS THIS STEP




This appendix provides an illustrative example of the program
NAMELIST input data corresponding to the vehicle in Figure 5. The
vector geometry and inertia matrix for that vehicle are
b b h
+I b h
r = - _ _4 + (b + L)J4 + 7 k 4
+2 b h
r = - ___i. + (b + 2L)J4_ + _ --4k"
• h






I--_ 0 (b 2 + h 2 ) 0
0 0 2b 2






Figure 5. Example vehicle.
The namelist input items given below correspond to the following
dimensions and masses
= 5 slugs





m2 = m 4 = 0.5 slug
b = 1 ft
h = 2 ft
L = I0 ft
66
Also two constrained modes are to be used in the simulation. The initial
conditions on the kinematic variables are
@ t O Rx = 1 • 103 ft 81 = 5 degrees
R = 2 • 103 ft @2 = 20 degrees
Y
R = 3 • 103 ft @ = 0 degrees
z 3
u = 0 ft/s w I = 0 deg/s
v = 5 ft/s _2 = i0 deg/s
w = 0 ft/s _3 = 0 deg/s
Note that the program in Appendix A sets the initial particle deflections,
modal coordinates and the respective time derivatives to zero (see sub-
routine INITL).
The numerical integration is to proceed from time = 0 (set in-
ternally, see main program) to a final time of 60 seconds using an
integration time step of 0.01 second. The print time step is to be
6 seconds and the plot time step 0.6 second.
The following variables are to be plotted versus time: R , @2'
4 4 4 Y
%, _, qz, v, w2 •
67
NAMELIST Input Data
&INPUT M@ = 5.0, N = 4, MASS = 1.0, 0.5, 1.0, 0.5,
RM =-0.5, ii.0, 1.0, -0.5, 21.0, 1.0, -0.5, -I0.0, 1.0, -0.5,
-20.0, 1.0,
I@ = 2.083, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 2.083, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.833,
S = -0.5, 0.5, 1.0, NT = 2 &END
&KIN R = I.E3, 2.E3, 3.E3, THETA = 5.0, 20.0, 0.0,
UVW = 0.0, 5.0, 0.0, OMEGA = 0.0, i0.0, 0.0 &END
&RUN DT = 0.01, TSTOP = 60.0, DTP = 6.0, DTG = 0.6 &END
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